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Abstract. As embedded sensing systems are central to developing pervasive, context-aware services, the applications running on these systems
should be intelligible to system programmers and to users. Given that
sensor systems are programmed in low-level languages, manually writing
high-level explanations about their decision model requires knowledge
about the system architecture, and is error-prone. We explore the possibility of extracting explanations which are small and expressive, but still
preserve bit-level accuracy when needed. We contribute a tool which automatically and soundly generates compact, graphical explanations from
sensor software implementation at compile-time. We base our algorithm
on the techniques of (i) finite-state machine model extraction from software as used in model checking, and (ii) abstraction of program execution
traces. We experiment with extracting explanations from heavyweight,
low-level TinyOS applications for a mainstream sensor platform.

1

Introduction

Embedded sensor applications are inherently context aware; like other pervasive
systems (surveyed in [1]), they most often implement a deterministic rule-based
decision logic to trigger an output actuation out of a set of input events from
the environment. For example, the classical TinyOS [2, 3] sensor application
signals its state on LEDs, and outputs a network message every set number of
samples read from an on-board sensor. The control flow of such an application
consists of a main thread and a set of event handlers to which context may be
switched to at any time (i.e., a timer has fired, a new sensor sample is available, a
network message has finished sending); the main thread and each event handler
are implemented essentially as a series of if/else statements.
On the other hand, the programming of these sensor applications is done
close to the hardware; programmers of microcontroller compiler suites avoid
higher-level languages, since C is as an inherently powerful and efficient system programming language. A natural consequence is that this efficiency in
programming limits expressivity and consequently intelligibility of the resulting
application. This last fact explains why embedded software engineering is still
in the domain of professional programmers; intuitive programming abstractions
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and middleware [4] for embedded systems are still in their infancy, and research
on end-user software engineering [5] for embedded systems is yet to develop.
To partly reconcile the need for high-level intelligibility with the low-level
programming of embedded context-aware applications, one needs tools for software analysis which would automatically (i) document the program for users,
and (ii) provide feedback to programmers, either during or post-development.
Such tools may, e.g., automatize the task of collecting relevant information about
the program logic from program source, for the purpose of program maintenance
(as motivated by [6]). In particular, these analysis tools should automatically extract explanations about the context-awareness decision logic, with explanation
types as categorized by e.g. [7, 1]. We focus on this latter task.
We make the technical distinction between extracting explanations about
the program context-aware behaviour either statically (i.e., offline at compiletime, from program source), or at runtime (i.e., during the sensor application’s
execution, in the field). Given their definition, some of the explanation types
from [7, 1] suit mostly a static approach, e.g.: ‘What are the environmental Inputs
to this system?’, ‘What are the Outputs?, ‘How to drive this system into reaching
this Output?’, and ‘What would the Output be if this were the Input?’. On the
other hand, other explanation types suit a runtime approach (e.g., ‘What is the
current state of the system?’), and the rest a combination. In this, we look at
the static approach, and at extracting the four corresponding explanation types.
Our contribution. We show that program analysis algorithms and tools from the
field of software model checking 1 are a solution to the problem of automatically
and soundly generating explanations of context-aware behaviour from TinyOS
application source. Our tool chain, TOSExp, takes as input a TinyOS application
and information about the sensor platform, and:
– Generates Input and Output explanations [7], i.e., (i) that set of external
events the application takes as inputs, and (ii) which system interfaces are
used to output signals, respectively.
– Generates compact What if and How to explanations [7], i.e., state machines
showing an abstracted model of program logic: the model shows (i) what
happens in the logic if certain Input values are imposed, and (ii) how to
reach certain Output values without dictating the Inputs.
The former is done through an inspection of the program for (a) functions
which are registered as event handlers2 —these point directly to the input events,
and (b) those microcontroller peripherals3 which are written by the application—
1
2
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Software model checking is also known as formal software verification.
In operating systems, event or interrupt handlers are functions whose execution is
triggered by an hardware interrupt. At the occurrence of an interrupt request (IRQ),
the microprocessor switches context to the interrupt handler.
Embedded systems are built around a microcontroller: a chip integrating a microprocessor, RAM memory and registers, and input/output ports. The latter are used to
read from or command system components (on-board sensors or actuators) external
to the microcontroller.
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these point to the program’s outputs. For the latter, we make use of a tool suite
composed of: (i) a language translator from embedded C to ANSI-C from the
previous TOS2CProver (TinyOS to CProver) tool [8], together with (ii) CBMC
(C Bounded Model Checker) [9], a state-of-the-art verification tool for ANSIC programs, from the CProver suite [10]. Embedded TinyOS applications are
translated to ANSI-C by TOS2CProver, and Input values to the application
may be specified. A predicate over the state of a program Output serves as a
specification, and both program and specification are inputted to CBMC. The
counterexample offered by CBMC is abstracted into a compact model of how
input states lead to output states. We experiment with generating these types
of explanations over standard TinyOS applications programmed in embedded
C, as built from the nesC [11] source code by the TinyOS compiler; we include
applications built for the mainstream TelosB [12] sensor platform.
In summary. In what follows, Section 2 gives background information on sensor
platforms, embedded software, and on formal analysis techniques for C programs.
Section 3 presents our algorithms, with a focus on generating What if and How
to explanations, and exemplifies experimental results. Sections 4 and 5 overview
related work and conclude, respectively.

2
2.1

Background: Sensor platforms, embedded software,
and predicate abstraction for C
Sensor platforms and embedded software

A variety of platforms exist for wireless sensor nodes; TelosB [12] includes a
MSP430 microcontroller [13], whose input/output pins connect to the on-board
three LEDs, five sensors (some indirectly, through an analog-to-digital converter), and the radio and wired serial communication interfaces. These pins
are mapped to registers, which form peripheral ports—e.g., microcontroller pins
48 to 50 connect to the three on-board LEDs, and are mapped to three bits in
a register of peripheral port 5, P5OUT.
The software can access these peripherals by direct memory access; all onboard memory, including these ports, are mapped into a unique address space,
with peripherals at low addresses, 0x10 to 0xFF. Thus, for the case of software
written in embedded C for the MSP compiler, msp430-gcc [14], the assignment
0x31 ^= 0x01 << 6; toggles the yellow LED; this is because P5OUT resides at
address 0x31 on this example microcontroller.
Finally, a C function declared with __attribute((interrupt(..))) is an
interrupt handler. E.g., function sig_ADC_VECTOR is executed when a new sensor
sample from the analog-to-digital converter is available.
2.2

TinyOS

For a complex embedded system such as TelosB, a programmer will program the
microcontroller not in embedded C, but in a higher-level C dialect for a sensor
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operating system. For the mainstream TinyOS [2, 3], the application is written
in component-based network embedded systems C, nesC [15], as is the operating system itself. NesC is a more structured, I/O-centric, dialect of C, without
memory allocation. Many system calls in TinyOS (e.g., sampling a sensor) are
non-blocking; their completion is signalled to the application by an interrupt,
whose handler may further post tasks to a task queue for further execution.
Event handlers run with highest priority and may preempt tasks, which execute
most of the program logic.
For an application, nesC components are wired together by the nesC compiler
to form an OS-wide program; nesC is in fact designed under the expectation that
a final, inlined embedded C program will be generated from all the necessary OS
components. It is this inlined, OS-wide program for the TelosB platform that we
analyze in this contribution.

2.3

Model extraction from software

Program analysis tools (such as model checkers) start by automatically extracting a mathematical model from the program given in input; this is essentially
a nondeterministic finite-state machine consisting of a set of states and a set of
transitions defined by a transition relation4 .

(a)

(b)

unsigned char x=0,y=0,z=0;
x = nondet();
if (x<=10)
y ^= 0x01<<3;
else {
s++;
y ^= 0x01<<7;
}

(c)
p:=(y & 0xf0)

1

x,y,z=0,0,0

2
(x<=10)

x,y,z=*,0,0

x,y,z=*,0,0

p=F

2

p=F

x,y,z=*,0,0x08

(x>10)

(x>10)
5

3

x,y,z=*,0,0

p=F

3

5

p=F

p=F

4

6

p=F

7

p=T

s++

y ^= 0x01<<3

(d)

1

x = nondet()

4

6

p:=(y & 0xf0)
x>10

x,y,z=*,1,0
y ^= 0x01<<7

p=F

7

x,y,z=*,1,0x80

y ^= 0x01<<7

p=T

8

x,y,z=*,{0,1},{0x08,0x80}

8

p={F,T}

Fig. 1. Program fragment (a) with a bit-accurate model in (b). States are labelled with
a valuation of the program’s variables: in (b) state 7, x has a random value, s is 1,
and y is 0x80; in (c) state 7, predicate p is true. Edges are labelled with corresponding
C statements and conditions. (c) shows the truth values of the predicate p over the
model’s states, and (d) abstracts only that trace in whose final state p is true.
4

Allowing for nondeterminism in models of software is particularly relevant for the
case of embedded software, in which inputs are assigned unknown values from the
environment.
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In the particular case of software model checkers, the state of the program is
defined as the valuation of the program’s variables, while a transition corresponds
to one basic program assignment. An example is given in Fig. 1(b); it models
the C fragment from Fig. 1(a). We use this state-machine syntax as the syntax
for our explanations in what follows.
2.4

Model checking and abstraction

Model checking is a technique for exploring the states in a mathematical model
for conformance to a given specification. Take again the example in Fig. 1(b)
and the predicate p := (y & 0xf0) as a specification; a model checker (such as
[9]) would return, as proof that the program can reach a final state in which p
is true, the program trace including the x>10 branch and excluding the x<=10
branch, as in Fig. 1(c).
It is such program traces that allow us to extract What if and How to program explanations in what follows. A final step consists in abstracting the program trace for readability: by only tracking the change in value of relevant program variables, and removing other variables altogether from the model (as in
Fig. 1(d)), a compact program model is possible.

3

TOSExp: TinyOS explained

Fig. 2 overviews our program-analysis technique. TOSExp is based on our previous program translation and analysis tool, TOS2CProver [8], together with a
C software model checker, CBMC [9].
standard C
sensor application

embedded C
sensor application

TOSCProver
(translation/
analysis)

Input
set

CBMC
(model checking)

program
trace
Abstraction

compact
What if / How to
explanations

Output
set
Assumptions on Predicates on
Inputs
Outputs

Fig. 2. The TOSExp tool chain. TOSCProver [8] analyses the sensor application for
Inputs and Outputs, and further translates the program for use with CBMC. In order
to obtain a How to explanation, we leave the Inputs nondeterministic; for What if
explanations, the Inputs are given explicit values. Then, for both explanation types,
we write a predicate over the values of Outputs, and run CBMC. The result is a program
trace of input-output execution, which is finally abstracted into a compact form.
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An inlined, TinyOS-wide embedded C sensor application (as overviewed in
the background Subsections 2.1 and 2.2) serves as input to the tool chain. In the
following, we experiment on demonstrative applications provided with TinyOS;
Blink is a simple system-testing application which repeatedly toggles the state
of the three on-board LEDs, with each toggle triggered by a timer alarm. Sense
samples an on-board sensor, and displays part of the reading on the LEDs.
3.1

Input and Output explanations

In order to obtain the sets of Inputs, the sensor application is searched by
TOS2CProver for the set of functions registered as interrupt handlers; it is this
which provides the Input set. For Blink, the only functional interrupt handler is
sig_TIMERB0_VECTOR; this gives that the Input set is simply {time}. For Sense
and Oscilloscope, the Input sets are {sensors, time} and {sensors, time, network},
respectively. A dedicated hardware interrupt also exists to announce the software about a completed network send operation; thus, it is determined that the
network is also an Output for Oscilloscope.
An application’s other Outputs are also discerned through a TOS2CProver
analysis step: out of all output peripheral registers characteristic to the TelosB
platform, only some will be assigned values by the application, in the course
of its execution after its booting and initialization phase. The three on-board
LEDs are Outputs for Sense and Blink, as the three LED-controlling bits (bits
4, 5 and 6) [12, 13] in the 8-bit peripheral register P5OUT are modified by the
program following an input timer event or an event signalling the sampling of
a sensor. The same reasoning would hold if the sensor node had an on-board
actuator, which would be managed by the software through another peripheral
port. Thus, for Blink, Sense and Oscilloscope, the Output sets are {LEDs},
{LEDs} and {LEDs, network}, respectively.
This analysis step is sound: whenever an application does have an certain
Input or Output, it will be included in the relevant set. On the other hand,
whether or not the application does implement logic which makes effective use
of a particular Input can only be determined by a How to explanation.
3.2

What if and How to explanations: Assigning the Input

For a How to explanation (which essentially asks how the application’s environmental inputs could hypothetically be given values in order for the application
to then reach a particular output), the Inputs are not assigned—it is the Outputs which are dictated values. Input values are left nondeterministic, and the
model checker will explore traces leading from every possible input value to the
particular, relevant output state. If such a program trace exists, it will return
this trace as proof of How to application behaviour.
For a {time} Input, nondeterminism means that the main program will be
interrupted by timer events, with each timer event arriving at an unpredictable
point in time (i.e., for any local time on the system itself). This is again a sound
approach: as TinyOS is not a real-time operating system, scheduling the timer to
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fire an interrupt every half second will have a result which only approximates the
desired behaviour. Technically, local system time is implemented by a clock-tick
count stored in the 16-bit timer register; time is thus made nondeterministic by
assigning an ‘any value’ to the timer register, and allowing the program to be
explored as it unfolds from any initial value.
For a What if explanation, on the other hand, which asks what would the
application do given particular environmental inputs, it is the Inputs which
are assigned explicit values, and subsequently all reachable Output values (and
traces to these) should be identified by our analysis—the solution to the latter is
discussed in the next subsection. In what regards this assigning of explicit values
to inputs, CBMC allows adding assumption statements in the C program; for a
{sensor} Input, assigning a value to a sensor reading incoming from the analogto-digital converter is done with a statement such as:
assume(ADC12MEM == {0x0001, [..]})

3.3

What if and How to explanations: Predicates on the Output

In order to extract both types of explanations using a model checker, we write
boolean predicates over output values. For example, to find ‘How to turn LED
1 on’ or ‘What if an amount of time passes’ application behaviour, predicate p:
(P5OUT & 0x10) == 0

/* i.e., LED1 is on */

checks the value of bit 4 in P5OUT: a value of 0 in this peripheral bit turns this
LED on. Predicates may be composed of any number of such basic predicates
as the one above, composed with logical operators such as and or or.
This solution is generally correct also for both explanation types in that,
for any given output’s (range of) values, a predicate can be written—this is
because all outputs are program variables, and a variable in software for the
MSP430 microcontroller we use is (i) finite, and more, (ii) up to 16 bits long.
The solution is especially fit for ‘short’ outputs, such as this 1-bit LED control.
This predicate is added to the program source in the form of an assertion,
assert(p); this then serves as a program condition against which CBMC is able
to explore the program for behaviour leading to states in which the predicate
holds5 . If the predicate, on the other hand, can never hold, CBMC returns with
this result and without a program trace; this signals that an explanation for this
input-output situation does not exist, i.e. the situation is not possible in this
application.
5

On a technical note, the predicates we describe are then negated for use with CBMC,
as the model checking algorithm will search for program traces leading to a violation
of any such predicate. In the remaining of this section, for readability, we present
our predicates before negation.
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3.4

Abstraction and results: What if / How to explanations of
application logic

We give two How to explanations in Fig. 3; these pertain to the Blink application,
for which Input ={time} and Output ={LEDs}.

MotePlatformC
Init.init()
LedsP
Init.init()

LED1=*

LED1=OFF

timer event

LED1=ON

(a)

Input: 1 timer event
Assumption: none
Output: signalling LEDs
Predicate p:
(P5OUT & 0x10) == 0
i.e. is LED1 on?

LED3,LED2,LED1=*,*,*
MotePlatformC
Init.init()

LedsP
Init.init()

LED3,LED2,LED1=OFF,OFF,OFF
timer event

LED3,LED2,LED1= ON,OFF,OFF
timer event

LED3,LED2,LED1= ON, ON,OFF
timer event

(b)

timer event

LED3,LED2,LED1= ON, ON, ON

Inputs: 5 timer events
Assumption: none
Output: signalling LEDs
Predicate p:
(P5OUT&0x10) != 0 ||
(P5OUT&0x20) == 0 ||
(P5OUT&0x80) == 0
i.e. LED1 off, LED2/3 on

Fig. 3. How to explanations for Blink. In (a), the question posed is ‘How to have LED1
turned on?’. In (b), it is ‘How to have an off-on-on pattern on the three LEDs?’. For
each example, we overview (on the right) the predicates used to generate the program
trace, and we label the abstract states with valuations of the predicate (in (a)), and
with valuations of each of the three subpredicates (in (b)). Edge labels are either input
events (in red) or major internal program calls (in blue).

In Fig. 3(a), we ask: ‘How to have LED1 turned on?’ i.e., including the boot
process, system initialization, and main decision logic, what is the sequence of
inputs leading to this LED state? For this, CBMC receives the program and the
boolean predicate p asking whether LED1 is on, and returns one of the possible
linear program execution traces leading to the desired state; initially, p has an
unknown value, denoted by *. Similarly to the previous Fig. 1(b-d), we abstract
the trace by organizing original states into fewer abstract states, one for each
distinct value of a predicate, and present the result in the figure. We label the
states with the corresponding predicate values, writing the predicate in full, for
readability. We label the edges either simply with input events (highlighted in
red), or also with adding checkpoints internal to the TinyOS implementation,
which are relevant for programmers; for example, labelling an edge with the
Init.init() interface command in the LedsP nesC component (in blue in the
figure) signals that the LEDs are initialized at this point in the program.
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To give an impression of the degree of compression in presenting this simple
explanation, the Blink embedded source code is over 3000 lines of code; the
program trace in this example contains 1192 states, which are abstracted into 3;
the second abstract state subsumes almost 900 original program states.
Similarly, asking a slightly more complex question over how to obtain a particular lighting pattern on the three LEDs gives the answer from Fig. 3(b); for
this, we label the states with individual truth values for each of the three subpredicates in p. On a related note, an explanation to such How to questions
may also not exist : asking TOSExp for the answer to the same question while
allowing too few input events will return without a possible program execution
trace.

LED3,LED2,LED1=*,*,*
MotePlatformC
Init.init()

LedsP
Init.init()

LED3,LED2,LED1=OFF,OFF,OFF
timer event
sensor data ready event:
ADC12MEM[0] := 0x13

LED3,LED2,LED1=OFF,ON,ON

(a)

Inputs: 1 timer event and
1 sensor data
Assumption:
the sensor reading = 0x13
Output: signalling LEDs
Predicate p:
(P5OUT & 0x70) == 0x70
i.e. is any LED on?

LED3,LED2,LED1=*,*,*
task_queue = {}
MotePlatformC
Init.init()

LedsP
Init.init()

LED3,LED2,LED1=OFF,OFF,OFF
timer event

SchedulerBasicP
postTask()

task_queue = {1}
sensor data ready event:
ADC12MEM[0] := 0x13
SchedulerBasicP
postTask()

task_queue = {2}

(b)

LED3,LED2,LED1=OFF,ON,ON

Inputs: 1 timer event and
1 sensor data
Assumption:
the sensor reading = 0x13
Output: signalling LEDs
Predicate p:
(P5OUT & 0x70) == 0x70
i.e. is any LED on?

Fig. 4. What if explanations for Sense. In both (a) and (b), the question posed over
Sense is ‘What if the voltage sensor reading would equal 0x13?’. An assumption over
the ADC memory ADC12MEM implements this input value. The final state is determined by TOSExp to be an off-on-on LED pattern. In the explanation in (b), we allow
more detail about the system’s internal state, and thus include some of the values of
the TinyOS scheduler’s task queue (as in Subsection 2.2).

Fig. 4 gives What if explanations for Sense; Sense has twice the number
of Blink states. An assumption over the value of an incoming sensor reading is
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made, and the final output state depends on this: e.g., if we were assumed the
data to be equal to 0x08 instead, the final state would be the existing state in
which all LEDs are turned off.
3.5

Discussion: efficiency and limitations

Our technique does not suffer significantly from the expected efficiency issues
related to the state-space explosion problem expected from model checking: all
our CBMC runs terminate in under one minute. This efficiency is due to the fact
that TOS2CProver already implements a sound state-space reduction technique,
which we inherit in TOSExp.
However, a number of limitations remain for this approach to generating
explanations. Specifically, a fair amount of knowledge on the internals of TinyOS
is necessary for a programmer to experiment with generating new explanations;
this, because both any assumptions on inputs and any predicate on outputs need
to be written over low-level registers and peripherals, as seen in the examples
above. This problem may be solved by also providing higher-level, pre-written
templates for writing these assumptions and predicates.
Also, using bounded model checking as a program analysis method introduces
one limitation in particular: with the method as is, it is difficult to recreate
repetitive behaviour in the program—a program feature which may be of interest
to programmers and users. This, because the method unwinds program loops of
any size, effectively linearizing the explanation it extracts.
Furthermore, because our explanations are so precise to be bit-accurate and
interrupt-accurate (as expected in the case of embedded systems, where precision
of logic is key), when analysing large applications, a degree of user-friendliness
in these models lacks: experimenting with input events which consist of a large
number of repetitive interrupts (such as network events) crowds the model, and
may require another degree of abstraction.

4

Related work: explaining context-aware embedded
systems

Static extraction of explanations for embedded sensor systems
The standard technique to explain a TinyOS application from source is with
nesdoc, the documentation tool included in TinyOS. This documentation is targeted to the specialist programmer, as it only preserves the program structure
(i.e. nesC components, their interfaces and wiring, as overviewed in Subsection 2.2). This cannot be a solution to the problem of extracting explanations
of context-aware behaviour, as it does not document the program logic.
Similarly to TOSExp, FSMGen [16] extracts from the source code a visual,
user-readable, high-level finite-state machine modelling part of the nesC program’s logic. This is done with the aim of aiding the programmer’s understanding of the program logic across the same OS-wide program source, and—while is
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uses symbolic execution as an analysis technique, it requires similar amount of
time per analysis as TOSExp. The FSMGen models have a wider scope than our
explanations, in that they represent all possible sequences of input transitions at
once. However, unlike TOSExp, none of the inputs or outputs are quantified, a
fact which precludes the extraction of the explanation types in [7]; the FSMGen
models come closest to How to explanations.
Other program-analysis tools [17–19] for embedded sensor languages come
from the validation and verification domain: they are designed to help the programmer detect if erroneous behaviour (e.g., standard programming errors such
as memory violations) can arise in the application at compile-time, and provide
a program trace (i.e., a How to explanation) of this behaviour. T-Check [17]
and KleeNet [18] are based on model checking, testing, and symbolic execution;
while, technically, the powerful analysis algorithms are eminently fitted to generate explanations out of program source (including at the level of a network
of sensor nodes), they do not explicitly experiment with in this direction, or
structure their program traces based on explanation types targeted at system
users.
Explanations at runtime
Runtime monitoring techniques for sensor systems, such as Safe TinyOS [20] and
NodeMD [21] attempt to offer What and Why explanations to a user or programmer located remotely from the sensor testbed. SafeTinyOS is an extension of the
nesC language and compiler, which enables the sensor node running the program
to have its status monitored remotely in the event of an operational exception,
i.e., to (wirelessly) send to a preprogrammed destination a compressed-status
message explaining the state of the program wherever it is determined that the
application has reached an ‘unsafe’ state. For remote testbeds, it is the monitoring safety more than of status which takes priority, thus these explanations do
not cover the system’s output state, but the system’s internal state instead.
As argued in [22], it is important that the system explains itself also when
nothing goes wrong; therein is where the tools above still lack.
Explanations for other context-aware systems
Tools such as the Intelligibility Toolkit [1], Enactor [23] or Panoramic [24] form
the state of the art in explanation generators for rule-based, context-aware systems which are heavier-weight than our embedded sensor systems. Moreover,
these tools are targeted at explaining the inference of complex context (such
as the type of activity currently taking place involving devices, locations and
people), instead of sensing-to-actuation program logic. The Intelligibility Toolkit
thus covers a more extensive set of decision logics for context inferences and both
static and runtime explanation types, yet has the single disadvantage that the application must be programmed using this toolkit in the first place—for embedded
sensor systems, a domain in which high-level programming and macroprogramming are not yet mainstream and embedded C programming is the norm, the
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TOSExp approach in which the application itself needs no manual modification
is more feasible.

5

Conclusions

In this contribution, we take the step of interfacing between (i) human-computerinteraction studies of explaining context-aware systems such as [7], and (ii) the
area of embedded systems software analysis.
We experiment with automatically generating compact and readable inputto-output Input,Output,What if and How to explanations of rule-based sensor
system logic, in a few degrees of detail, for sample TinyOS applications; these
applications can thus be explained to users and programmers also in situations
when the logic does not go wrong. We base our algorithm in known formal
techniques for the extraction of mathematical models out of software, and model
checking. TOSExp may make it easier for TinyOS programmers and the system’s
users to understand which behaviour the application can exhibit.
Besides addressing the current limitations of our algorithm (as overviewed
in Section 3.5), future work includes user surveys to quantify the intelligibility
of this style of explanations, and extending TOSExp to generate the remaining
relevant types of explanations, e.g. What, Why and Why not ; as these types
require runtime generation, the difficulty resides less in the heavy-weight analysis, and more in efficiently instrumenting the application with status-logging
mechanisms.
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